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His home, the spot oj earth— supremely blest,

A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest.

—MONTGOMERY.
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Introduction

THIS
book of plans for the prospective home builder Is the result

of an Interesting architectural competition conducted with the ap-

proval of the American Institute of Architects. From the draw-

ings submitted, the designs published in this book were given prizes or

mentions, and actual working drawings for building prepared.

Directed by Henry K. Holsman, A. I. A., President of the Illinois

Chapter of the A. I. A., a program of the competition was circulated

through the leading architectural journals in November and December,
1920. The competition was held in conjunction with the first Own Your
Home Exposition held in Chicago, March 1921 and the third Own Your
Home Exposition held In New York in April 1921.

The object of the competition was to stimulate the building of more
and better homes by (1) securing a large number of well planned econo-

mical four, five and six room house designs, to be built In frame, brick and

stucco; (2) publishing them in book form available at the Expositions at a

price sufficient to cover the cost, from which the home builder can select

the one best suited to his location, requirements and taste; (3) making
good architectural working drawings and specifications that may be dup-
licated and sold to owners, architects or builders at a nominal price not to

exceed ^25 a set in order that the cost of building might be reduced by cut-

ting down the original cost of necessary designs, working drawings and

specifications.

A Diversified Series of Plans

In order to provide a diversified series of plans to meet the require-

ments of home builders the competition was held in three stages as follows:

1st stage, a 4-room house in wood, brick or back-plastered metal lath

and stucco.

2nd stage, a 5-room house In wood, brick or back-plastered metal lath

and stucco.

3rd stage, a 6-room house in wood, brick or back-plastered metal lath

and stucco.

6111G5
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Consequently It w" be noted that in this book the various prize winning

and honor design een classified in accordance with these stages. In

designing these |
-^ .^e conditions of the building lot were assumed as

level, 40 feet ^

.c, in a small town or city, or a suburb of a large city,

either (1) op er, or (2) inside and having practically no detrimental

encroachme i either side, or (3) with an encroachment of a neighboring

house wi^ ^.le foot of one side of the inside lot.
,*•

i-ne requirements of the house provide for a home for an American

family of good taste, small means, and no servants, desIH' .Ke a

charming home with (a) beauty of design obtained by harmo^ . ime, color

and proportion, and simplicity of treatment of the house and grounds,

(b) the maximum of comfort In summer and winter, (c) the maximum of

housekeeping facility and convenience for all phases of indoor and outdoor

family home life, and (d) the minimum exterior and interior upkeep and

operating expense, and (e) the minimum of cost consistent with a, b, c and d.

The total number of designs submitted In this competition exceeded

1100. All were submitted anonymously so that the author could not be

identified until after the jury of award had made its selection. From the

large number submitted a total of fifty drawings were selected as follows:

4 graded prizes and 4 honorary mentions each In the 3 general classes,

frame, brick and back-plastered metal lath and stucco, 4, 5 and

6 rooms (the larger number of these awards are for 4-room designs)

3 "group prizes," for the best series of 4, 5 or 6 room designs, one for

each material.

7 special merit designs for each class, lumber, brick, back-plastered

metal lath and stucco.

All of the fifty winning and merit drawings are presented in this book. The

jury of award In the competition was composed of the following nation-

ally known architects:

C. H. Hammond, Chicago

Edwin H. Hewitt, Minneapolis

E. J. Russell, St. Louis

Hal F. Hentz, Atlanta

Dwight James Baum, New York.

In view of the large number of drawings submitted it is evident that those

which are made available through this publication are of unusual merit

and possess direct interest for prospective builders.
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Guide To Building Costs

In order that those who are interested in these plans may be given some

idea of the approximate cost of the houses for p6f'"ies of comparison,
there will be found under each design herewith'^ai ^f'^'^oximate cost

figure. Owing to the fluctuating conditions of buildii.'"-^ "^ and to va-

riation in different sections of the country, these guide c 'r^ based on

figures obtained in March, 1921, in the vicinity of New Yorit > ^t will,

therefore, be borne in mind that these are but approximate estiu. ap-

pjT-iV
-

Darticularly to that district and that figures should be obtained

from' IV. "ders by those who may be interested in constructing any
of these ho\; j^i.

Working Drawings and Specifications

There are now in course of preparation complete working draw-

ings and specifications covering all the plans shown in this book. These

will be ready for distribution about June 1, 1921. A complete set of

working drawings with specifications may be purchased for $2S. (Pur-

chase orders should be sent to the address on the following page).

In discussing these drawings Aymar Embury, II, a well known archi-

tect, and chairman of the Architectural Committee for the New York Own
Your Home Exposition said,

—"I have never seen more beautiful draw-

ings or better thought out plans. I believe this competition will solve the

housing problem for many people. It has been and it still is impossible
for us in the architectural profession to design small, economical homes. It

would cost us about six hundred dollars each to achieve plans such as have,

been awarded prizes in the competition, and that price is out of the reach

of the prospective home owner who plans on spending from 35,000 to

38,000 on his home. When the prize-winning plans are published in book
form after the Exposition, very excellent talent will be available to the

general public at 325 for complete working drawings and specifications on

any of these plans."

Comments by Competition Director

Henry K. Holsman, who directed the Competition, has made the

following comments: "In a dramatic scene on the stage, every detail of

arrangement and color, every movement and gesture, every spoken word
or facial expression, seems so exactly suited to the situation that we do
not realize the long training, patient study, and undivided attention to

minute details that give the scene the satisfying charm of a work of art.

In the same manner to produce a good small house design requires years
of training and a degree of skill wholly out of proportion to its size.

"Any good thing, whether it be a rug or a chair, the arrangement of the

furniture or the setting of a table, planting a garden or building a home,
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even the courtesy of those within or about the home, if it be very well done,

is a work of art. Art is very essential to satisfaction in life. No civilization

can exist without it. But of all the various phases of art, that of the small

house and its contents and surroundings is most vital to happy life and a

satisfactory community or nation.

"Art is a kind of wireless energy, little understood and too often

neglected, but free to all and very helpful to those who learn to give or

receive its messages. A beautiful home has the power to attract attention,

improve conduct, compel respect, bind families and friends together, form

communities, found states and create nations. Children reared in and

among beautiful homes acquire good taste from them and seldom if ever

do a very ugly thing.

"The well trained and established architects seldom attempt the very

small house, though all realize that the small house should be designed

with even more care and skill than the large building; in fact, to design a

charming, convenient, economical, and altogether comfortable small house

is more difficult than a large one.

"The skillful architects who have made the designs in this book have

responded to a patriotic appeal to supply, to the best of their ability, a few

good designs that maybe executed by home builders as they are, or used by
architects as suggestions when designing for other home builders. It is

advisable to make no change in the design, even though the change may
seem unimportant or trivial, without the advice of the designer or another

trained architect, for whatever of beauty or charm there may be in the com-

pleted house is made up of the relation of line and space, color and form,

each to the other, and cannot be changed in part without in some manner

affecting the whole. Moreover, the work of the architect is but half done

when the drawings and specifications are made, and whenever it is possible

a rehable architect should be engaged to adapt the house and lot to each

other and to supervise the work and help carry out the spirit and intent

of the design."

How to Secure Working Drawings and Specifications

for Plans In This Book

Complete working drawings and specifications for the building of any
of the houses shown in this book will be available June 1, 1921, and shipped
to any point in the United States or Canada on receipt of 325.00. These

designs are protected by copyright and cannot be secured from any other

source. Address

MOORE, McCORD, GILCHRIESE & ASSOCIATES, Inc.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

24 West 39th Street, New York City

(Negotiations for sale of these working drawings and specifications in quantity through

organizations, such as real estate boards, invited.)



Financing the Home

THE
financial problems involved in home owning are deeply mysterious

to the average individual and just because he doesn't understand
them he is often numbered for many years among the tenants of some

profiteering landlord when all the time he is amply able, financially, to own
his own home. Like many other things the costs and other details of home
owning and building, which seem difficult to understand, become as plain
as day when one has given them even a small amount of study.

It may come as something of a shock to find that owning a home in-

volves any cost whatever, when once the house and lot are fully paid for—
but there are carrying or "overhead" costs, nevertheless, and it behooves
the wise prospective home owner to look into them carefully and to find out
exactly what he will be obliged to pay out, annually or monthly, as the price
of living in his "little house of dreams" when once he has it ready for oc-

cupancy. Sometimes such costs are referred to as "owner's rent."

Here are the important items of recurring cost which take the place of
rent when a home is purchased. (Each item explained in later paragraphs.)

A. Interest on first mortgage $
B. Interest on second mortgage (if any)
C. Taxes : city, county, town or school

D. Water rent or tax

E. Maintenance: painting, repairs, etc

F. Interest on investment

G. Insurance

Total annual cost $

In order to fairly determine what occupancy of the proposed dwelling
will cost monthly, after determining cost of land and building the prospective
owner must decide on approximately what mortgage he will carry. He can
then estimate fairly the various items in the table in this order:

A. Interest on first mortgage for one year at prevailing rate.

B. Interest on second mortgage, similarly.

C. Taxes. For the purpose of taxation the local tax office appraises
the property, usually for about one-half its value, although this factor varies

in different localities. By inquiry as to nearby assessed valuations or ap-

praisals for taxation, a fairly close estimate may be made as to what the tax

authorities will say a property is worth for taxation purposes. This amount
is called the "assessed valuation" of the property and is usually, though not

always, less than its real value. Local tax rates are established periodically
and taxes are figured by applying the rate to the assessed valuation. Thus
an 38,000 house (cost of land and building) may have an assessed valuation

of 35,000. The tax rate may be 31-78, which means 3L78 for each 3100 of the

assessed valuation. In this case the annual tax bill would be 389, usually

payable in advance in two installments, 6 months apart.

9
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D. Water rent or tax is not a large amount. It is an annual charge
to cover expenses of water supply and is based on the number of water
outlets of various sizes in the house; easily determined by inquiry.

E. Maintenance is the cost of upkeep, including painting and all

repairs. This amount is generally found to average annually approximately
1% to \]/2% of the cost of the house and is higher in frame construction than
in masonry.

F. Interest on investment is limited to the amount of cash actually in-

vested in the house (equity). While this is not a direct payment it should be

figured at the present rate an equal amount of money would be earning for

the owner, usually figured at 5% in the Eastern states and 6% in Middle
West and South.

G. Insurance cost is the annual fire insurance premium which any in-

surance broker will approximate on request.

After these costs have been fairly determined and tabulated the pros-

pective owner will know about what it will cost him annually to live in the

house he has determined to build.

When it comes to the actual building of the house the procedure will be
determined largely by the amount of ready money which the prospective
owner is prepared to invest. Should he be able to pay cash for the ground
and for the construction of the building he will, of course, save the cost of

securing loans for the purpose, for with building, as with almost everything
else, the possession of available money means that economy in purchasing is

possible. But it has been often pointed out that even if one has the cash for

permanent investment in a home, it is not always good business to keep it

thus tied up, for at least half the value of the house can usually be borrowed
on mortgage at 5% and in many instances the nature of the owner's business

will make possible the earning of a much higher rate if the money be re-

invested in the business.

Should it be necessary to raise funds for securing the home—and it almost

always is—there are several plans from which a choice may be made. Secur-

ing the funds will be comparatively easy if the ground is owned free of in-

cumbrance, but even if the prospective owner is prepared to expend no more
than 10% of the total value of ground and building, it is generally possible
to proceed.

Owning a home is one of the most satisfactory forms of investment
which could possibly be undertaken. As with an investment of any kind it

should be entered into only after due and sufficient thought and one must
be careful not to undertake more than can be performed. Ordinarily, how-

ever, the objective to be gained is of sufficient importance to justify consider-

able effort, and even to make comparatively easy any sacrifice which may be

necessary to its attainment.
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First Prize Design

Four Room House for Frame Construction

By Louis JUSTEMENT
734 15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Plan No. 101

THIS
house is planned along bungalow lines

and is attractively designed in simple

colonial style. Entrance is had directly into

the living room which is generous in size—13 ft. x

18 ft. with windows on three of its sides. Beside

the fireplace in the living room is a French window

opening on to a terrace which overlooks the rear of

the lot where a simple garden treatment could be

carried out as is suggested in the plan on the

preceding page. The dining room also faces the

garden and has a French window opening on to the

terrace.

The bedroom and bathroom are located in one

unit at the front of the house and the kitchen opens

directly from the dining room and is complete with

good wall space for various cabinets and the range

and sink. An outside vestibule provides space for a

refrigerator and also gives entrance to the cellar.

The front of the house should face southwest to have

the best exposures.

Description above of house design illustrated on -preceding page
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Second Prize Design

Six Room House for Frame Construction

By J. Ivan Dise and E. J. Maier
2924 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Plan No. 102

THIS
design shows a dignified exterior for

wide siding that would look well in any-

suburban district. It should preferably be

placed on a lot with a wide frontage as indicated

in the plan on the preceding page, although it

could be fitted to a narrow lot in which case the

porch would face the street and the entrance would

be reached from a path leading to the side of the

house.

The plan is so arranged that there is a sense of

openness on the first floor with the living room and

dining room on either side of the hall. An interest-

ing feature is the book alcove off the living room.

The two main bedrooms have good cross ventilation

and the small room receives cross ventilation through
the hall. The second floor hall is extremely attrac-

tive with the group of two windows and it is unusual

to find such generous space in the ordinary house of

this size. To secure the most desirable exposure

the long front of the house should face southeast.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Plan No. 103 Third Prize Design
Six Room House for Frame Construction

By Edmund F. Jacques
3772 Iroquois Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost 39,500
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Third Prize Design

Six Room House for Frame Construction

By Edmund F. Jacques
3772 Iroquois Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Plan No. 103

THIS
house which is designed for exterior

walls of wide siding or shingles would be

particularly suitable for a closely built-up

suburban section because of the narrow side being
toward the street. It could be accommodated

easily on a lot of 40 ft. frontage leaving ample room

for a driveway to a garage at the rear.

The first floor is planned so that living room,

dining room and sun room can open into one another

giving a very large well lighted space when wanted.

The plan calls for sliding doors between living and

dining rooms which go into a pocket between the

hall and kitchen when not in use. If these were not

desired, a permanent partition with a doorway
could be built between the rooms. The entrance

to the kitchen is through a door at the grade line

which gives access to the cellar as well. On the

second floor there are three good sized bedrooms

and a bathroom. The house should face northeast.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Plan No. 104 Fourth Prize Design
Four Room House for Frame Construction

By Walter F. Bogner and Carl A. Rehse
590 Maryland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

Guide Cost $6,000
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Fourth Prize Design

Four Room House for Frame Construction

By Walter F. Bogner and Carl A. Rehse

590 Maryland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

T
Plan No. 104

I
t I ^HIS simple little house of four rooms is

designed for wide siding or shingle exterior.

The plan shows a most compact arrangement
in small space, the whole area of the house being only

18 X 30 ft. The living room is 11 x 16 ft. and is

entered through a vestibule. The stairs to the

second floor lead out of the living room forming an

attractive feature. Opposite the stairs are a group
of windows and French door giving access to the

porch which overlooks the street and the side

lawn.

At the rear of the living room is a conveniently-

planned kitchen opening from which is the popular

dining alcove fitted with benches and a table.

Entrance to the kitchen is had through a door at

grade with steps leading up to the entry and down

to the cellar. On the second floor there are two

good sized bedrooms with cross ventilation and a

bath between. The house should preferably face

southwest for the best exposure.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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First Prize Design

Four Room House for Brick Construction

By Edgar and Verna Cook Salomonsky

368 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Plan No. 201

THE
prim well-mannered exterior of this

little brick house will appeal to a great

many people. Its style is based on the

smaller Georgian houses that were built in England
in the latter part of the 18th century. It is par-

ticularly well fitted for a closely built-up suburban

neighborhood.

The entrance porch with the leaded lights about

the doorway is a charming detail and the whole

exterior is characterized by simplicity of ornament

and good proportion that would give the house

distinction even among neighbors of much larger

size.

The plan shows a compact arrangement of space

within a small rectangle which would Insure economy
of construction. Entrance is had into a generous
hall which connects with the living room running
the full depth of the house on the left, and on the

right through an entry into the kitchen. The
stairs to the second floor lead up from this hall and

arrive in a generous space from which the two bed-

rooms and bath are reached.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Skcond Prize Design

Four Room House for Brick Construction

By John Barnard

8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Plan No. 202

THIS
attractive plan for a brick bungalow-

has an interior arrangement that is at once

out of the ordinary and at the same time

most practical and convenient. The large central

room which extends from the front to the back of

the house is intended to serve both as living and

dining room. The entrance into it is sufficiently

screened by the vestibule and coat closet to ward off

drafts in cold weather. The kitchen with pantry

arrangements, cellar stairs and outside entrance are

at the left of the living room and the wing at the

right contains two good sized chambers with a

bathroom between, the three rooms being connected

with a lobby containing closets.

This is a straightforward design for brick con-

struction and it could be built at a moderate cost.

A suggestion for treating the lot is shown on the

preceding page. To obtain the best exposures the

house should preferably face north.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Plan No. 203 Third Prize Design
Six Room House for Brick Construction

By Henry F. Stanton and Charles Crombie
435 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost 312,500
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Third Prize Design

Six Room House for Brick Construction

By Henry F. Stanton and Charles Crombie

435 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Plan No. 203

THIS
brick house is suggestive of the many

charming colonial houses around Phila-

delphia. Arranged as shown in the perspec-

tive and placed fairly close to the street it would

have an air of dignity and good breeding that would

make it fit comfortably into any neighborhood. It

is, furthermore, well planned for brick construction

because everything is contained in a rectangle

28 X 30 ft. and the absence of jogs in the walls is an

assurance of economy in building.

The plan is very compact, the minimum of space

being given to stairs and halls. The living room

and dining room open from each other pleasantly on

the first floor with a view from the living room

through the rear porch to the garden. Access from

the kitchen to the hall is conveniently had and on

the right hand side an entrance at grade line pro-

vides access to both cellar and kitchen. The second

floor has two large bedrooms and a smaller one

together with a good sized bath and ample closet

space. The house should face west in order to

obtain the best exposures.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Plan No. 204 Fourth Prize Design
Five Room House for Brick Construction

By Anslie M. Ballantyne
119 West 82nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Guide Cost $7,000
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Fourth Prize Design

Five Room House for Brick Construction

By Anslie M. Ballantyne

119 West 82nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Plan No. 204

THERE
is a homey appeal about this house

with its low eaves toward the street. It

furthermore is a design well adapted to

brick construction and would be economical to

build because of its rectangular plan. The narrow

end of the house faces the street. The first floor

plan shows comfortably sized living and dining

rooms together with a convenient kitchen supplied

with a rear entry with a space for a refrigerator.

The outside entrance to the kitchen is from a door

at the grade line which gives access as well to the

cellar. The living porch is reached from the dining

room by French windows and overlooks the rear of

the lot which is intended to be developed as a lawn

and garden.

On the second floor there are two good sized bed-

rooms and ample closet space including a linen

closet adjoining the bathroom. To have pleasant,

sunny rooms the street side of the house should

preferably face north.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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First Prize Design

Four Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath

and Stucco Construction

By Louis JUSTEMENT
734 L5th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Plan No. 301

THIS
design has a great many distinctive

qualities that make it particularly suitable

for stucco construction. The large wall

surfaces on the front, the low pitched tile roof, the

iron balcony over the doorway and the generous
window openings all combine to give an air of indi-

viduality that is but seldom seen in a house of

such small dimensions. The style is based on

Italian precedent and is suggestive of many of the

most interesting houses being built in California

today.

The plan is notable for the large living room

measuring 13 x IQ'jA ft. with exposure on three

sides. The porch opens from it on the rear and

this provides an opportunity for an interesting lawn

and garden treatment. Instead of the usual dining

room the popular arrangement of the dining alcove

is provided opening from the living room and

connected directly with the kitchen.

The second floor has one large bedroom and one

of moderate size, together with generous hall space

and comfortable bathroom. The front of the house

should face north.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Second Prize Design

Six Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath

and Stucco Construction

By Amedo Leone

710 Washington Arcade, Detroit, Mich.

Plan No. 302

THERE
is a dignity about the design of this

house that would make it exceptionally

appropriate for a small suburban lot where

sufficient space could be had in the rear to develop
a garden and lawn treatment. The lot should be

selected so that the rear of the house would face

south or southeast in order to have sunny rooms.

The arrangement of the first floor is roomy and

convenient; the living room is 12 x 18 ft. and opens
from a wide hall with an attractive staircase. The

dining room is entered from the end of this hall and

the porch is reached from both rooms by French

windows. The kitchen is at the left of the stairs

and is conveniently arranged with cupboards and

a large vestibule at the rear containing space

for a refrigerator.

On the second floor there are three large bedrooms

well supplied with closets. The bathroom is of

good size and the linen closet in the second floor

hall is a useful feature.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Plan No. 303 Third Prize Design

Six Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction
By Montgomery & Nibecker

622 Story Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

Guide Cost ? 11,500
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Third Prize Design

Six Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath

and Stucco Construction

By Montgomery & Nibecker

622 Story Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

Plan No. 303

THIS
house is based on Italian inspiration.

It is especially suited to stucco construction

because of the wide expanse of wall surface

over which vines could be trained to make a most

artistic picture. The roofs are low pitched and

should be covered with dull red tiles to complete
the effect of the design. It is well fitted for a corner

lot but it can also occupy an inside lot with the

narrow end facing the street.

The plan shows a large living room 13 x 21 ft.

which is furthermore increased in area by a very

comfortable inglenook with a fireplace. Entrance

to the house is had through a vestibule leading into

a generous stair hall provided with coat closets and

connected with the kitchen through the rear vesti-

bule. The dining room is on the opposite side of the

hall from the living room. An interesting feature

of the second floor is the open porch over the main

entrance which would make a comfortable sleeping

space. The narrow front of the house should

preferably face west.

Description above of house design illustrated on preceding page
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Four Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

By Theodore Visscher and James Burley
363 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Giiidf Cost $7,(m
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Fourth Prize Design

Four Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath

and Stucco Construction

By Theodore Visscher and James Burley

363 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Plan No. 304

THIS
house shows the inspiration of the Eng-

lish cottage in its architecture and it is both

unique and pleasing in style. It would look

particularly well on a corner lot, but it would be just

as livable on an inside lot. To insure sunny rooms

the street side should face west or southwest.

The plan shows one large room to serve both

living and dining purposes. The room is so arranged
that these two uses of it may be easily worked out

without any interference. The bay window near

the fireplace affords a pleasant feature for the living

room end and the three windows giving out on to the

terrace an attractive note for the dining room end.

Entrance to the house is through a vestibule

with a large coat closet, the stairs starting opposite

the doorway to the living room. The kitchen is

conveniently planned with a small pantry and

refrigerator space in the rear vestibule. The second

floor shows two good bedrooms supplied with good
closet space and a bathroom.

Description above of house design illustrated on -preceding page



Building Now with Wood

To
many Americans the house of wood will perhaps always typify the

home. This is not strange when it is recalled that the larger part of

the development of our early houses dating back to the colonial days

grew up around the use of wood. Wonderful growths of timber were at

hand, only needing the axe and saw to turn them into building material

which could be quickly erected to form a shelter. As time went on and there

was greater opportunity for more ambitious building a class of highly skilled

carpenters and woodworkers was built up. The work these men did is seen

today throughout the eastern section of the country and those houses and
churches that fortunately remain are held as one of our priceless inherit-

ances. The skill and knowledge of these craftsmen were imparted to their

apprentices and in this way a particular and almost inborn faculty was

developed for working in wood. This briefly is the history of the way in

which wood has played so prominent a part in the building of American
houses.

It might be contended that the choice of wood was largely a matter of

chance but there are on the other hand a number of reasons that make it

specially suitable for house construction and it is due as well to those favor-

able traits as to early building conditions that wood is so popular.

It has been said for many years that wood would probably be displaced
as an American building material because of a diminishing supply. While
this is an undoubted possibility owing to the fact that wood is a natural

product, there are still ample supplies of it in most sections of the country
and more efficient modern methods of marketing and manufacturing it into

merchantable lumber together with more scientific methods of conservation

are checking the waste, and it is more than likely that for many generations
wood will both be available and hold its popularity.

Owing to the fact that carpentry is such a common trade, prevailing in

all parts of the country, it is comparatively easy to find first class workmen
for wood construction. Wood building also can be carried on quickly
and it is not hindered by cold weather so that in the matter of speed there

is probably no other material that can compete with it.

One of the particular advantages of wood for home building is the

variety of forms in which it can be had. This variety makes it possible to

design and build a wood house that will appropriately fit in with almost any
set of conditions. We have, for instance, the choice of using clapboards,

shingles, siding, vertical battens, wide weather boarding and various com-
binations of two or more of these different forms. Then there are still

further sub-divisions; clapboards are made in narrow and wide widths,

shingles are made -short and long so that totally different effects from an
architectural standpoint may be had—all from the same basic material.

For the country house or cottage placed in a rural or wooded setting

nothing is more appropriate than a shingled house either stained in some

appropriate color or left natural to weather. For the more formal suburban
house the use of clapboards or siding is more usual and in better taste.

They have smooth surfaces, and being spaced at regular intervals and finished

at the corners with corner boards, they present a trim, neat appearance

35
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that gives a house a substantial character. If they seem to some austere,

relieving notes may be introduced through use of lattices, trellisses and
wood shutters.

Siding at present enjoys a wide popularity. Being wider than clap-
boards its effect on the building in sunlight is a series of strong horizontal

lines about 8 inches apart. Siding should, for most successful effects, be
used on large houses; when used on a small house it is apt to give a "boxey"
appearance which has the effect of making the house appear smaller than it

really is. In this case it is better to use shingles or clapboards. Weather

boarding in wide widths is not so commonly used as the previous forms
but it nevertheless has many interesting possibilities especially for summer
camps and houses in wooded locations. These boards are generally rough
sawed and stained which makes them harmonize well with the natural

landscape. Batten boards are similarly used for camps and bungalows;
they are laid on the building vertically with smaller boards or battens over

the joints.

The colonial house which is so universally popular today and is des-

tined to remain so because of its eminent suitability to American living

conditions, is primarily a wooden form and the many charming examples
that have been built in recent years will tend to maintain interest in wooden

buildings.

The durability of wood depends on the measures that are taken for Its

protection. If it is properly cared for there is almost no limit to its age,
and if well constructed and given good^care it should serve as a com-
fortable home for several generations.

Wood, of course, will burn and when houses are poorly constructed and
crowded closely together there is unquestionably a fire danger, but in the

average private wooden house if care is taken in building to see that proper

firestopping is installed, which merely means that all open spaces leading
into the walls are closed, there is but little danger of fire spreading quickly,
and in the event of fire it is more easy to extinguish a blaze in a wooden
than a masonry house because the source of the fire can be reached.

Lumber today, possibly more than ever before, on account of the

necessity for homes, which if built of any other material than wood might
be beyond the reach of the average potential home owner, stands as the most

easily procurable, highly desirable and certainly the cheapest building mate-
rial which can be used.

Lumber prices are lower today by far than at any time during or since

the World War. Application of law of supply and demand which always

governs prices, with demand at low ebb today, proves beyond much possi-

bility of doubt that lumber prices are right. Contrast them with prices of

other materials. Your decision will be to "Build Now" and "Own Your
Home" of lumber.

Lumber, being susceptible of working, finishing, staining and otherwise

adaptable to the beautiful and artistic as well as the practical, makes the

ideal home building material, because it is recognized that in this enlight-
ened age a home must combine the ideal with the practical, if it is to fill the

place in the social scheme that it must fill, and our present civilization is to

endure.
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Plan No. 107 Mention Design
Four Room House for Frame Construction

By Joseph A. Parks
817 F Street, S. W., Washington, D. C.

Guide Cost 26,000
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Plan No. 401 Group Prize Design
Five Room House for Frame Construction

By John Floyd Yewell
7 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Guide Cost 37,500
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Plan No. 109 Design for a Six Room House
Frame Construction

By W. W. Wefferling
7 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Guide Cost ^8,000
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Plan No. Ill Design for a Four Room House
Frame Construction

By J. Ivan Dise and E. J. Maier
2924 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost 26,500
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Plan No. 112 Design for a Six Room House

Frame Construction

By Shaw & Hepburn
24 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass.

Guide Cost 310.000
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Plan iVo. 113 Design for a Four Room House
Frame Construction

By C. Whitney Stevens
1113 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.

Guide Cost 38,000
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Guide Cost 38,000
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The House of Brick

WHEN
the choice of the material for a home is being considered, the

essential qualities that are desirable—permanence and style, strength
and beauty-

—
point directly to face brick. Durable as the eternal

hills, it is proof against the corrosion of the seasons and the ravages of fire,

thus reducing the cost of maintenance and depreciation to a minimum; and,
beautiful in its varied colors and textures as the finest fabrics, it offers to the

eye an artistic charm that meets the most refined and discriminating taste.

Structurally brick are the soundest possible material. In the first place,
the size and form of brick make them an easy material to handle and ad-

aptable to the master mason's skillful craftsmanship. He builds them one

by one into a solid wall fabric strong and durable. Then the brick them-

selves, hardened and matured in fire, submit to the heaviest pressures and
resist both the attacks of flame and the corrosions of time. Brick may well

be called an everlasting material because they neither burn nor decay. Their

history affords sufficient testimony, and the scene of any conflagration
shows the brick walls and chimneys as solemn witnesses of their enduring
strength.

From an artistic point of view, brick can make equally strong claims to

consideration. An endless variety of color tones and textures are offered for

your choice which you may use in uniform shades, or, preferably, in blended
shades of the most delicate and charming effects. No other building material

can approach face brick in the possibility of color schemes for the wall

surface, either within or without,
—and the colors last, for they are an in-

tegral part of the enduring brick.

But to the artistic effect of the brick texture and color must be added the
artistic effects secured by the treatment of the bond and mortar joint. The
manner in which the brick are made to overlap in the wall has a decided
influence on the result, and the mortar joint, in color, size, and kind is like-

wise of importance in the final effect. The mortar joint may spoil or make
the beauty of your wall.

The great improvement that has taken place in the manufacture of
brick in recent years has been a large factor in increasing the popularity of
this material. Years ago good brickwork was supposed to call for bricks of

absolutely uniform shape with perfect, sharp edges and laid in the wall with
a mortar joint that appeared only as a hair line on the surface. This extreme
mechanical perfection resulted in a wall that was entirely flat and wholly
without any life or interest, and it was but natural that when brick was
suggested as a material for a home people thought of ugly factories and ware-
houses and were not enthusiastic about it.

This is all changed now, due to the greater intelligence with which brick
is used, and there is today no other material that combines so well the

qualities of dignity and beauty. The wide range of colors and textures now
available gives the architect and builder an opportunity to provide homes
of great charm.

Solid brick construction is most enduring and is steadily growing in

favor owing to the low cost of upkeep which in a few years offers sufficient
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saving to offset the extra cost at the start. In cases where people^want the
exterior appearance of a brick house but cannot afford the cost of solid

masonry a good form of construction is brick veneer over wood studding.
The bricks are tied to the boarding, either with metal strips laid in the joints
and attached to the wall or by nails driven in above the brick so that they are

bedded in the mortar joint. Brick veneer, of course, makes it difficult to

have the advantage of the many attractive bonds that are possible in solid

brick construction but the advantages of color, texture and mortar joint are

present which make the exterior appearance, to all intents and purposes, the
same as solid brick.

There are many architectural styles eminently suitable for brick con-

struction, in fact many of the most pleasing architectural forms
have been developed around the use of brick. There is the simple
colonial style which is increased in dignity by the permanence
of brick, and in interest through its color. Then there are the many varia-

tions of English houses which range from the formal Georgian type, similar

to our colonial, through the Tudor and Elizabethan forms with stone trim and
attractive gables, to the picturesque type based on the English cottage. To
increase the picturesque effect in these latter types brick is frequently used
in combination with other materials such as half timber treatment, the panels
between timbers being filled in with brick laid In patterns or with stucco.

Brick may satisfactorily be used in either a simple or an elaborate arch-

tectural scheme; there are practically no limitations and it is certain that,
whatever style is chosen, the exterior effect in brick is more striking than
when other materials are used, because of the wonderful glowing color a

brick wall possesses. As the years go by the brick wall improves in appear-
ance; it takes on new beauty which, combined with the color of vines and

shrubs, presents a true picture of "home" at all seasons of the year.

The economic merits of the face brick house are striking. From the very
nature of the material and its construction you save on upkeep or mainten-

ance, on depreciation, on insurance rates, on fuel, and even on doctor's bills.

Brick do not decay, they require no paint, their depreciation is practically

nil, they make a tight wall that saves fuel, and a sanitary one that prevents
vermin.

When it comes to sentimental reasons, your sense of satisfaction in

having a substantial and attractive house, of justifiable pride and self-

respect in possessing a home of distinction which your friends and neighbors

admire, is a sort of imponderable value really worth more than money.

The building of a home is the most important undertaking in your life,

not only because it is the center and symbol of the family, but because from

the practical money point of view, it involves a considerable investment.You
don't build a home every year or every decade. It must, therefore, satisfy

you in every way; you must build right, for when the house is built, it is too

late to change if you are dissatisfied. Your only wisdom, therefore, in build-

ing a home is to make it a valuable permanent investment, thoroughly

satisfactory to yourself and to others who, if circumstances require, may
take it off your hands to your advantage. The choice of brick will be an

important factor in achieving this result.
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Plan No. 206 Mention Design
Four Room House for Brick Construction

By Chauncey F. Hudson
25 Dun Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Guide Cost $7,500
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CUBIC FEET..... 14.122

SUGGESTED "tR£ATMENT.

ROOF CEVERJNG TO BE SURREY TILES

ALL FACE BRJOWDRK TO BE TOPS AND
BENCHES OF WATER STRUCK BRICK.

EXTERIOR OF SASH AND DOORS
TO BE PAINTED CREAM WHITE.

BRKX JAMBS CF WINDCW AND DOOR-

OPENINGS TO BE CDSrED WITH CEMENT

AND JAMBS AND WOO 5TAFF BEADSTD

BE PAINTED A DEEP WARM BRDWM
BLINDS TO BE PAINTED OLIVE OREEN
TOBCH rlNISH.LATTCE.miNTED CRE/M WHITE:

CUBAGE.
HOUSE : 2g-0"xl8--6x26<r =

1

PORCH : s'-o'^sy"
y-6" '

bulkhead: wtx ff-erx r-cr » 228

CELLAR. PLAN.

Plan No. 207 Mention Design
Four Room House for Brick Construction

By Richard M. Powers
45 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.

( This was also given a Group Prize with drawings shown on pp. 37 and 69)

Guide Cost $6,500
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P/an iVc. 208 Mention Design
Six Room House for Brick Construction

By IsiDOR Richmond
69 Everard Street, Beachmont/Mass.

Guide Cost 310,500
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•• C ELLA R.

OWN YOUF. OWN HOME "

5MALL HOU5E COMPLTITiON
^ L CON D 5 1 AG I

Plan No. 402 Group Prize Design
Five Room House for Brick Construction

By John Floyd Yewell
7 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Guidf Cost 39,500
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T/rst floor i^Ian
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Plan No. 404 Group Prize Design
Six Room House for Brick Construction

By J. Ivan Dise and E. J. Maier
2924 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost 39,000
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NOTES. ON MATER/AL AND COLOR.
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-*-

PLOT PLAH / /

.'b fl LIVING

SECTraM.

CELLAR. PLAN. FIR.ST FLOOR. PLAN. SECOND FLOOR. PLAN.

Flan No. 209 Design for a Six Room House
Brick Construction

By Joseph G. McGann
45 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.

Guide Cost ?10,S00
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P/an ^0. 210 Design for a Five Room House
Birck Construction

By R. W. RuMENELL, Jr.

Courtenay, Fla.

Guide Cost 39,500
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street

j/rec:f- f/nt fLoor Plan

Plan No. 212 Design for a Five Room House
Brick Construction

By J. Ivan Dise and E. J. Mater
2924 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost ?10,500
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P/a« No. 213 Design for a Four Room House
Brick Construction

By Scopes & Feustmann
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Guide Cost 210,000
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Plan No. 214 Plan for a Six Room House
Brick Construction

By J- P- JOGERST
3440 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost $11,000
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Back- Plastered Metal Lath for Home Building

DEVELOPMENT

of metal lath as a basic exterior wall material has

been one of the remarkable features of recent progress. Its easy

adaptability to every kind of building has led to its wide use and the

attendant evolution from crude to perfect construction has brought forth

several distinct types of exterior wall, of which the back-plastered form has

been found by actual tests to be the most efficient.

In back-plastered construction the studs are erected as usual, but no

sheathing is used. Furring strips (metal preferred) are placed along the studs

and the metal lath attached at once. The metal lath is placed with the long
dimensions (8 ft.) across the supports and fastened by nailing or stapling

every 6 ins.

The first exterior stucco coat is applied as usual and the plasterer goes
to the inside of the house and plasters with the same material between the

studs on to the keys of the exterior coat. This positively imbeds the lath and

forms a reinforced monolithic coat of cement which common sense and many
tests tell us is far stronger than sheathing.

After the back-plastered coat has been completed the next step is the

insulation. Satisfactory results have generally been obtained without paper
insulation of any kind. It is wise, however, to provide a safeguard against
extremes of weather. Ordinary building paper, doubled, forms a satisfactory

and inexpensive insulating medium. The paper is cut in between the studs

and fastened by nailing wood strips over the folded edges of the material

and so placed as to leave about 1 inch air space between it and the stucco.

All that remains to complete the black-plastered exterior wall is the

lathing and plastering of the interior side of the wall. In a general way the

operations are identical with those described for the exterior wall. Furring,

however, is usually dispensed with and a lighter lath is used, 2.3 lbs. per

square yard being the minimum weight recommended. Back plastering of

this side of the wall is of course mechanically impossible. If care is taken in

applying the plaster a perfect and satisfactory key is attained.

When the exterior is decided upon the next consideration is the per-

manency and safety of the interior. Cracks in plaster are the most objection-
able and unsightly evidence of thoughtlessness in construction. They are

nearly always unnecessary and can be avoided if metal lath is used as a base

and reinforcement for the plaster. It is not necessary to use this modern

lathing material throughout; the expense is negligible when its use is con-

fined to the places where cracks are most unsightly or where they are most

likely to occur.

Common sense dictates these positions:

A. On ceilings of prominent rooms, because the living room, dining
room and hall are seen by most visitors.

B. Lapped 6 inches on either side of wall angles and around doors,
because these places are certain to crack unless reinforced.

C. Back of wainscots and tile mantels, because the constant changes
of moisture and temperature affect ordinary lath and cracks are unsanitary
or unsafe here.
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D. Across the plumbing pipes and heat ducts, for the same reasons.

Metal lath is made from steel sheets so expanded or punched that the

myriad of holes allows the plaster to push through and form an unbreakable
bond or "key." The metal mesh reinforces the plaster and prevents cracks
and dislodgments, usually caused by warping, vibrations and ordinary
settlement.

Metal lath does not warp, twist, expand, contract or stain the plaster
it will not burn and will reinforce the plaster under most ordinary circum-
stances which will completely wreck the finish on other material. Repairs
and redecoration costs are minimized and the home will always bring a high
value on sale as there is no evidence of deterioration.

All fire prevention engineers realize that over 90% of all residence fires

start inside the house. These are from electricity, either crossed wires,
misuse of appliances or other causes, or from over-heated flues, coal-bin fires

or spontaneous combustion, actual carelessness or accident.

As these are constant and recurrent, about 363,000,000 loss is suffered

each year to say nothing of the 23,000 people burned to death. It is best to

be sure—fight fire where it starts. As the greatest danger of fires is at certain

points, metal lath can be used there only and safety is assured for the family.

The "five vulnerable

points" at which good
sense dictates the use of

metal lath are:

1. All bearing par-

titions, and studs in ex-

terior walls, including a

basket to hold incombusti-

ble material as a fire stop.

2. Ceilings under
inhabited floors, especial-

ly over heating plants
and coal bins.

3. At chimney-
breasts, around flues and
back of kitchen ranges.

4. Stair-wells and
under stairs.

5. As a base and re-

inforcement for exterior

stucco.

Choose from these

points and talk with your
architect and contractor

so that your home will be

permanentlybeautiful, in-

side as well as outside, and
the lives of its occupants
safe from fire.

'METAL LATH STOPS FIEJE, AND PRXVENTS CRACKS'

•FIRI STOPS'

® All beariDgi partilioDS and studs
10 fcxffcrior wails iocladiD^
a ba-iKci iofoold incombiufible.

material as a fire, iiop

® Ceilings under inhattted floors,especiaHy
orcr htahng planis and coal bins.

(D Al chimney breasls .around flUM ADd
hack, of kiicben ranges.

® 5iair-wcll3 and under slajrj.

(D As a baseand feinlbrc«.mtnl {br exlenor siucco.

'CEACK PR£VENnON

® On
Ceilings of

promineDl rooms

(b) Lap6'oDei}ber3ideof
noil and partition angles,
and arDund door bucks.

<§) BacL of wainjcof 3 and file

manlals.

@ Across plumbind-pipes and
beai-dttcls.

© Shoving proper cODsfrudioD

of exlerior stud vails tor

successful sluocoi

FIVE VULNERABLE POINTS REQUIR.ING
METAL LATH FOR. FIRE PROTECTION

w^Ti!n!iwr5!rtiin3rB^rnsr
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HOUSE:
ENTRY:

CUBAGE.

PORCH: , 9-Px
y^CTx

^-l^ 3^5
BULKHEAD: B'-CTx 6-b\ T-d- 228
CUBIC FEET 13,611

SUGGESTED TREATMENT.
ROOF COVERIKG TD BE SHINGLE

TILE; FIRE FLASHED.

EXTERIOR OF WALLS TO BE OF
WHITE PORTLflND CEMEOT WITH
UNEVEN SURFACE, H^ND FLOWED

WITH A STEEL TRCWEL.

SASH, DOORS, ALL EXTERIOR FINISH
AND LATTICE TO BE PAINTED

CREAM WHITE.
BLIiroS TO BE PAINTED PEA GREEN.
BACK PLASTER. ON MITAL LATH.
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Plan No. 308 Mention Design
Six Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

Bv Louis JUSTEMENT
914 L Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Guide Cost 38,000
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PLAN OF itCOND FLOOliL FLAN or bASEMLNT.

PLAN OF ni5T FLOOt

OWN YOUK OWN HOME
5MALL H0U5E COMPETITION

bkCK PLASTER OM METAL LATH. AN D .STUCCO.

Plan No. 403 Group Prize Design
Five Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

Bv John Floyd Yewell
7 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Guide Cost ? 8,000
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Plan No. 405 Group Prize Design
Six Room House for Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

By J. Ivan Dise and E. J. Maier
2924 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Guide Cost 311,5(X)
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Jmd«.r forth »..j-<.__j»+

Total to-/*- I9«!

Of 5AC1C-PLA5TLR_ED METAL LATH CONSTRUCTION

.tiz
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!

'
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SCAIC 1«V FXJINJ

BASEMENT Plan Section

Plan No. 309 Design for a Six Room House
Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

By Oscar T. Lang
2915 40th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

Guide Cost 38,500
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-' ITOTES t
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"^""^ / / -

-^ -HOUSE -^

«5EC0MD 'FlDOPw

First Fidob,

Plan No. 312 Guide Cost 35,000Design for a Four Room House
Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

By A. King, 456 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y., and R. Tappan, 33 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y
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Plan No. 313 Design for a Five Room House

Back-Plastered Metal Lath and Stucco Construction

By J. S. Whitman
447 Potomac Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Guide Cost 39,500
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Furnishing the Small Home
By HETTIE RHODA MEADE

MOST
psychologists agree that the greatest influence on our lives is

environment—that we react directly to our immediate surround-

ings. If this be true, how important it would seem to be that our

homes be planned to bring out the best that is in us.

A large part of the attractiveness of the modern home depends upon
the taste and skill with which it has been decorated and furnished. Of
course in countless instances the cost of the house itself has been so great
that every available dollar has been devoted to actual building, and the

matter of furnishing, coming as it does toward the end of the operation,
finds the home treasury in a condition too depleted to permit of adequate
furnishing and decorating being done. It would seem, however, to be the

height of folly to neglect the detail upon which the appearance of the home
so largely depends.

We find everywhere an increasing interest and enthusiasm in the

matter of furnishing and decoration. Numerous periodicals are devoted
to the subject, and they have familiarized the people with a higher standard
of taste than seemed possible a decade ago. Manufacturers of furnishings
of many kinds have followed the popular trend—sometimes they have led

it—and if any more definite proof of this growing interest were needed we
have the statement made by a competent authority that during the past
seven years the proportion of increase in money spent on home furnishings
has grown so that this is now the largest item in the average family budget.

This increase in popular interest in the subject of domestic furnishing

may have possibly been the cause—or else the result—of a large increase

in the number of interior decorators whose efforts are undoubtedly doing
much to arouse and maintain interest in the subject.

The average home owner is hardly accustomed to selecting and pur-
chasing household fittings upon an extended scale, and is not often prepared
to enter into such a purchasing campaign as is involved in the fitting up
of even a small suburban home. He is seldom able to visualize the entire

result and is therefore unable to give to countless details the careful atten-

tion which they deserve if the house, as a whole, is to be a success.

Far more experienced is the average interior decorator who is accus-

tomed to purchasing and who, with extended buying, has acquired an
intimate knowledge of the market and of the use of materials which often
insure the obtaining of the utmost in value for the amount which the
home owner feels able to spend. There are many decorators who would
not disdain such a commission as the furnishing of a moderate cost home
and the giving of the commission to an interior decorator would not often
mean added cost to the owner, for decorators usually receive as their com-
pensation the difference between wholesale prices and the retail prices
which the owner would pay in any event.
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Let us suppose, for example, that a definite sum has been appropriated
for the complete fitting up of a moderate sized suburban home and that

the owner has entrusted the work to an interior decorator. The owner
has no doubt dealt with the decorator very frankly, and both understand

exactly what is to be provided in the way of furnishings and decorations.

From a careful examination of the plans, if the house is not yet completed,
the decorator will study requirements and obtain dimensions, and will

apportion to each room its definite share of the total. Wall and floor

coverings, draperies and furniture will receive due consideration, the con-

dition of the market will be ascertained and the decorator will then offer

for the owner's approval a complete layout for the house, showing samples,

perhaps of wall coverings and fabrics, and photographs of pieces of furni-

ture, or else both decorator and owner may visit various warerooms or

shops where all these details are to be seen.

The final result, when the work has been completed and the house is

ready for occupancy, would probably be a well thought out and carefully
executed interior, wherein nothing has been overlooked or slighted and
which may well possess an artistic unity or cohesion which it might not

have had if the owner had carried out the furnishing himself.

Considerable attention should be given to the coverings for walls.

Space forbids here a discussion of the relative merits of wall paper and paint,

though both have their advantages. Paints—particularly "flat" paints
—

when stippled, are very satisfactory either with or without the use of

wooden "stiles" or lengths of moulding, nailed to the wall and painted,
either the color of the wall itself or a contrasting color. It is well known
that painted walls may easily be washed when they become soiled, and
this advantage is fully appreciated by housekeepers.

Painted walls must necessarily be of solid colors, or at best of two or

three contrasting colors, so if it is desired to use wall coverings in which

design appears it will be necessary to resort to wall paper or some similar

material to be applied to the walls. With wall coverings, more than with

almost any other detail of furnishing, it is well to be guided by the advice

of someone who has had considerable experience. It is not always possible
to visualize the appearance of a room with walls painted or papered. Much
depends upon the choice of colors which look well with the standing wood-

work, such as door and window trim, for example, and it is often impossible
to undo the harm caused by a single mistake made in an important room.

The questions of floor coverings and draperies depend to some extent

upon the solution of the problem of the walls. Frequently rugs and draperies
of figured materials are preferred where the walls are of solid colors, and
the use of plain fabrics in draperies and rugs where walls are covered with

materials having figured surfaces—but not always, for it is hardly possible
to lay down hard and fast rules which must always apply. Much depends

upon circumstances, and more upon the character of the materials

themselves.

With wall coverings, rugs and draperies it' is always wise to adhere to

effects and combinations which are distinctive and out of the ordinary
without being so unusual and striking as to soon become tiresome. One
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must often retain the same furnishings for years and they should therefore

be such as will "wear well." The question of draperies is particularly

important; they have been called the "salt and pepper" of interior decora-

tion and so much depends upon their careful selection that it would be wise

to obtain the best possible advice. By draperies, would ordinarily be meant
not only the window shades and sash curtains, which are often alike or

almost alike throughout in order to give to the exterior of the house a cer-

tain uniformity, but also the heavier draperies at windows and for certain

doorways.

With the question of walls, floors and draperies disposed of the selec-

tion of furniture will be taken up. Here again much depends upon the

exercise of trained taste which will often make possible highly satisfactory
results with small expenditure. The purchasing of "suites" of furniture has

lost much of its old time vogue. It would seem now—to look back—that

often the purchase of a "bedroom suite," for example, was largely a matter
due to mental laziness. Since any one piece indicated exactly the appear-
ance of all the other pieces, it appeared to be an easy way to solve the

problem of the entire room. It seemed to be economical, too, butjt^really
wasn't, for often certain pieces of the suite were not needed at all.

In selecting bedroom furniture it would seem to be extremely unwise
to spend so much on actual furniture that undue economy must be prac-
ticed in buying the highly important details of springs and mattresses.

It doesn't require the advertisements of certain firms of mattress makers
to make one realize that since one third of the average lifetime is spent in

bed, such a lengthy period should be made as comfortable as possible.

Much of the furnishing of a room can often be done by the architect,
on whom rests the original responsibility of making the room possible by
his sense of proportion and division of space. In the living room he can
do much by providing built-in bookcases, for the decorative value of books
en masse can not be overestimated. He can provide seats over radiators,

perhaps, or in windows or beside fire-places, and there may be broad sills

inside or outside the windows for holding flower boxes or plants. Even one
flower or growing bit of green in a room is of inestimable value, decoratively
and spiritually, and quantities of fascinating potteries and glass have come
into the market to hold these flowers or a glinting goldfish. The greatest
satisfaction is given when these smaller pieces are acquired as the actual
need for them arises. This does not exclude the need of beauty as such.

An interesting painting or a colorful hanging has its use, for beauty has its

utilitarian as well as its ethical value. Quantity is not the essential, for

one piece of true merit if properly placed and worked up to, can give charm
and atmosphere to an entire room. The problem is to know how to do it,

for unto knowledge is given power.



Efficiency in Home Furnishing

ONE
of the details of requirements in connection with the competition

which has resulted in the series of designs presented in this book, is

that the proposed dwelling should be for an American family of

moderate means but desiring home surroundings in cultivated taste and
comfort. It is plainly evident that a definite problem in connection with the

development of such a home is involved in the question of furniture.

While there are only limited facilities for entertaining in dwellings of this

size it is interesting to note that it is possible through the medium of carefully
selected furniture to greatly increase the efficiency of accommodation. As an

example, there has been indicated in the living room of many of these designs
a proper location for a bed davenport which is in eff"ect an attractive daven-

port by day and through the means of a simple mechanical device is con-

verted into a comfortable bed at night, thus providing a room which may
serve the double purpose of living room by day and guest room by night.
This feature, of course, applies not only to the increased possibility of enter-

taining but has its more practical application in providing comfortable

living quarters for families where, under the ordinary method of furnishing,
the space provided might be too restricted.

It may be noted in the four-room type of house that the living room
often serves as dining room also. This is accomplished in various interesting

ways, by the use of a folding table or by the use of a table of the gate-leg
or refectory type which serves the double purpose of dining table at meal
times and as living room or library table, fitting attractively into the fur-

nishing scheme of the room at other times.

It is evident, therefore, that in dwellings where a dining room is not

provided, the living room effectively takes the place of three rooms, when the
bed davenport and an attractive table constitute the main pieces of furni-

ture.

The present problems involved in building due to increased costs indi-

cate the reduction of floor space as the only practical means of making a

house come within a small appropriation. The fact that furniture design has

kept pace with modern building developments is most important in enabling
this solution to be carried out without any sacrifice of convenience or comfort
to the occupants. By the use of furniture which serves two or more purposes
it is possible to make a more intensive use of floor space, and instead of the
old type of house with an individual room for each individual use we now
have the modern arrangement where the same conveniences and accom-
modations are supplied in half the space and at a lower cost.

In the field of home furnishing the last few years have shown develop-
ment of many unusual and efficient furniture types. The general standards
of living on the part of the American public have been definitely elevated

with the result that there is an increased demand for attractive and comfort-
able furniture. This demand has in turn been met successfully by furniture

manufacturers and dealers with the result that the prospective home builder

may learn much of interest in connection with the furnishing of a home by
careful study of furnishing plans and ideas which are offered as a service by
good dealers everywhere.
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